TO OUR DONORS

A huge thanks to you and our other donors. Your generous, ongoing support of the Ukrainian people is making a difference. Anna HUSARSKA, a war correspondent since 1985, recently wrote:

“The huge advantage of Assist Ukraine is that it is relatively small, but agile and it responds quickly to the constantly changing needs on the ground; the group’s representatives who live near the frontline act in a terrain that they know. As a result, the operational costs are close to zero and the efficiency is close to perfect.”

You are an important part of this effort. Recent donations have provided tactical medical supplies, medical evacuation vehicles, night-vision surveillance drones, and continued support for the orphanage we helped start in Western Ukraine.

MATCHING FUNDS: With zero overhead and proven effectiveness, Assist Ukraine has received a $600,000 grant for matching funds. Every donation will be matched dollar for dollar. A few examples of what a donation can do:

- Humvee ambulances: New, more than $200,000. Our cost $28,000. With matching funds, a person or group of friends can get one to Ukraine this winter for $14,000.
- Mavic 3T surveillance drones: With Assist Ukraine matching dollar for dollar, you can get one of these $5,500 night-vision drones to the front for $2,750.
- Tactical Medical Kits: With matching funds, a donation of $150 gets a SCOUT KIT; a donate of $500 gets a medical backpack that can serve an entire battalion.
- Generators: Last winter, we got dozens of mobile, fuel-efficient, and ultra-quiet generators to the frontline. A donation of $1,350 gets one to the front this winter.
- Winter is Coming With our matching funds and substantial discounts, a donation of any amount will help get parkas, sleeping bags, boots, gloves, and thermal underwear.

Thank you for helping us help people in Ukrainian. As Anna Husarska wrote in the New York Times on Oct. 1 “In the grand scheme of things, our individual efforts are minuscule, but they are life saving all the same.
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